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About This Game

Journey of life is a survival sandbox game where the player finds himself on a group of islands where each island has a different
biome with different flora and fauna.

In order to build a village, the player needs to create a variety of stations that will process materials found on the islands into
components used in crafting tools and weapons needed for survival.

The player needs to build a dock on the coast to be able to construct a ship used in sailing between islands. Before the ability to
departure, the player needs to fill the ship with resources such as food and water to survive the stormy seas!

FEATURES IN CURRENT GAME
- Basic Movement System
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- Inventory System
- Foraging

- Character Basic Crafting System and Advanced station crafting
- Basic Combat System [Melee Weapons, Bow]

- Animal Hunting System
- Basic Power System [Primitive][Windmill and Watermill]

- Farming
- Building in 4 tiers

- Basic Transport Vehicles
- PvP

- Singleplayer and Multiplayer - Listen and Dedicated servers
- Weather system

- Basic Modular weapons and tools
- Aquatic, Terrestrial and Air Animals

- Basic Food Cooking
- Basic Character Management

- Fruit Regrow System

PLANNED FEATURES

- Expanding building part and stations system
- Seamless Biome Traveling [Tropical, Desert, Snow]

- Tribe system, society progress
- Experience and skill system

- Advanced Modular weapons and tools
- Advanced Power System

- Advanced Ore mining
- Advanced Transport Vehicles

- Advanced AI Systems for Human AI [Singleplayer]
- Advanced AI Systems for Animal AI

- Advanced Cooking system
- Advanced House System

- Advanced Character Management
- Advanced Combat System

- Language Translations
- Character Customization

Check out our Roadmap
https://trello.com/b/Iu8L9eX5/journey-of-life-steam-offical-branch

Find more info on our Wiki
https://journeyoflife.gamepedia.com/Journey_Of_Life_Wiki

Join our Facebook Community
https://www.facebook.com/JourneyOfLifeGame/

Join our Discord Community.
https://discord.gg/ZAzJVzU

Join our Subreddit.
https://www.reddit.com/r/JourneyOfLifeTheGame/
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Title: Journey Of Life
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Hyperion Studio Limited
Publisher:
Hyperion Studio Limited
Release Date: 15 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i5 2500k / AMD FX 4100

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 960 / AMD R9 Fury

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,German,Simplified Chinese
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Play Dans story you wont be dissapointed that alone was worth the price tag (11/10 better than pubg). i get more fps on games
thanks. very well made, with amazing chill giving atmosphere, with interesting story. does not have cheap scares and the puzzles
are not the impossible hard. maybe a bit too short. enjoyed it alot tho.. 

For more puzzle game reviews, news and everything puzzle-related, follow Puzzle Lovers and check out our Steam
group.
when it first came out, cubicity: slide puzzle was full of mobile shenanigans, but based on feedback the developers
quickly 'de-mobilized' it during launch week. it needed a few more patches to fix smaller issues and add some
quality of life stuff like volume sliders, windowed mode, unlimited undo, etc., but now it's one of my favorite
wall-to-wall sliding puzzlers.

graphics are not really important in the grand scheme of things, even less so in puzzlers, but the diorama-like
presentation of forests and cute animals immediately won me over, and I found small things like moving
animals in the backround hours into the game. gotta admire the attention to detail. to be fair, scenery can get in
the way sometimes, but you can rotate the levels (even with the mouse wheel now, thanks to yours truly, who
asked for it), so it's not really an issue.

audio-wise it's less appealing, I had to turn off the music pretty fast and wasn't a fan of the sound effects either,
plus I have an especially low tolerance for gibberish. I'm fine with no voiceovers, but then don't make any sound
either, no matter if you're a human, animal, robot or typewriter. no hard feelings though, not many puzzlers
have a soundtrack I can listen to for long, let alone all the way to the end.

as in any wall-to-wall movement game, your goal is to guide your characters to their destination, and based on
the number of moves, you get a star rating. simply completing a level with zero stars won't unlock the next one,
which actually doesn't happen often in other games, and you can go beyond 3 stars by completing the levels in
even fewer moves, as many as the developers needed, but it's possible to do even better than them sometimes,
which I can illustrate with a handy screenshot (I don't often get a chance to show off):
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1732976849

star requirements are displayed on-screen while playing, another welcome thing, and you can even hide certain parts of
the ui. gotta say again, for a mobile game it has some pretty good features other games could learn from. there are also 3
tools (bombs, teleports and ice blocks), a remnant from the mobile version. every level can be completed with 3 stars
without them, but if you get stuck, using them can help you finish a tougher one.

most of the time you're guiding an entire horde of characters, up to 8 or 9, but luckily not at the same time. still, it can
take dozens of moves to complete some levels and with this many creatures, it's not that easy to streamline your solution.
you unlock new characters as you go through the game, and after all the animals, various humans are next, with two
more packs (cars and fantasy people) probably coming later with the promised extra levels.
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the difference is only cosmetic, but I found it really cool that upon restarting a level the game randomly picks from the
unlocked characters. again, attention to detail, though I sometimes restarted on purpose because some animals look
kinda similar, as cute as they are. and if you only have, say, 3 human characters unlocked and want to play a level with
more than 3 units, the game automatically picks another pack.

there's no keyboard support, but seeing as you control your guys separately, it wouldn't be very comfortable to switch
between them with the number keys, etc. I also found it a bit heavy on resources. I played on ancient hardware, so it's
not something to worry about, but puzzlers usually get along with firefox hogging all the available memory, of which I
don't have much either, admittedly. or maybe it's just jealousy, since the main character in the game is a fox too.

game mechanics include elevators, guiding arrows and teleports, the latter of which is maybe the only thing I have a
problem with, but not a huge one. on some levels they are numbered, so you know which goes where, but on most they're
not and you have to try them all. colors help somewhat, but some lead to dead ends, some can be an entrance to one and
an exit to another at the same time. I guess it's part of the puzzle to figure out which to use, but then why are some still
marked? either way, it's not a big deal.

the game came out with 95 levels, but more are on the way with new mechanics, like lasers and push blocks. there was
talk of releasing a level editor as well, not sure if it's gonna happen, but even with the current amount of content it's
worth full price. it's cute, it's fun, it can be challenging, it's whole-heartedly recommended. there's a demo on the store
page as well, if you want to try it first.. I think I first played this game on CD though I wouldn't be surprised if it was on
3.5 inch floppy. I loved it thenm and I love it now. it's a simple game, with some micro managing for those of us who
love a good micro manage, and you can either play the avid conqueror or the 'imma hold up in this castle and ignore the
world' hermit easily. Plus you may learn a thing or two about UK geography. Like the vague location of Lancashire.
Though I'm still not sure about it's relation to the M25.. Great simple game. Funny, sometimes hardcore platformer,
about hamster(or dog?) who likes apples)
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Corona Blossom Vol.1 is a good kinetic novel with a good story and likable characters. Like Nekopara this series will be
released in volumes and also features the e-mote system. It has many science fiction elements, such as space travel, mech-suits,
and otherworldy travelers.. First Nancy Drew game I played. I played years ago and got stuck on Tino's survey- make sure you
don't just Google a walkthrough or guess. The game knows if you actually went through the dialouge and checked the paprika
stuff. The game is shorter than I thought! It's very fun and challenging. Fox and Geese is the worst game! My boyfriend is a
genius and completed this part for me. Overall, it's worth $7. The maid\/cook duties aren't so bad. It gives you a break from the
crazy puzzles and mystery solving. If you're a Nancy Drew fan, I'd say buy it :). I don't want to be that guy, but...
this game need a Switch port ♥
(?. I`ve been wanting this game before it could be bought. Now that I`ve played it, I`ll have to be honest... it`s EXACTLY what I
hoped for! I love the gameplay: simple, yet fun. It`s extremely tough, and you better bet that you`ll begin to rage at how mental
RunGunJumpGun can get. Even with how crazy the idea and game itself are, it`s amazingly fun to play, and the silly story that
goes on as you play just adds to it. 10/10. Short game, didnt enjoy it very much.. What I love about this route is everything and
the best thing is the fact that it runs very smooth even on my low end PC not many do that I have but this one does.With out A
doubt 10 of 10 thank you very much for this one its great.. It was nostalgic for me, and done very well, but hard. Really hard. So
it's not for me, but I recommend it to fans of the genre.
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